
TRED is the ultimate all-in-one off road recovery 
device, specially designed to get your four-wheel drive, 
ATV and equipment out of trouble when traction is lost 
in sand, mud, sludge, slime or snow.

Engineered and manufactured in Australia from only 
the highest quality materials, TREDs are designed 
to handle intense levels of torque, flex, weight and 
impact. Intense reviews of every fine detail in the 
design process make TRED the best choice for your 
recovery. With a designated shovel feature, extreme 
hex grip nodules, aggressive ramp entry teeth and 
ultimate wear resistant properties, TRED will allow 
you to explore with confidence, without letting loss of 
traction disrupt your journey.

TRED is available in two sizes to ensure storage and 
accessibility is never an issue. Driving as a single 
vehicle with TRED ensures you can get unstuck even 
on solo adventures. TRED are an essential piece of 
equipment for your off road recovery kit. From full scale 
recovery for the serious off road tourer to recreational 
family trips, or even commercial applications including 
mining and industrial, TRED is being tested with 
impressive results across all usage types.

TRED can eliminate the hazardous practices of other 
vehicle recovery options involving highly stressed 
components such as steel cables, shackles, snatch 
straps and winches, keeping you, your family and your 
vehicle safe.

A set of TREDs on board can save you all important 
time and money and also eliminate safety risks.

For more information please visit our website:

Lifetime Warranty

The world’s first non-mechanical solo 
recovery device with a lifetime warranty. 
See www.tred4x4.com for more details.
Australian Made

Proudly Australian made, owned 
and operated by 4x4 enthusiasts.

Dual Size Offering

Available in a range of colours and sizes 
(800 and 1100). Suitable for a large range 
of vehicles and storage spaces.
Engineered tough

Industry leading engineering, design 
and analysis for superior strength, 
durability, functionality and affordability.
TRED Accessories

A range of TRED accessories to 
complete your 4x4 recovery kit.

For the entire TRED product range 
and 4x4 accessories please visit
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superior 
Ramp design
Engineered specifically for optimum 
vehicle recovery in all conditions

Aggresive 
Teeth design
Lock aggresively onto your tyre to 
combat the effects of wheel spin

Superior 
grip features
Designed to maximise traction 
and reduce strain on your vehicle

Unique four 
Channel Design
For maximum structural integrity and 
improved performance capabilities

Ergonomic 
Handles
Integrated design provides 
maximum grip, comfort and control

linking & 
Mounting points
Link multiple TREDs during recovery 
or mount securely to your vehicle

Revolutionary 
Shovel feature
Clear debris and obstructions for optimum 
TRED placement prior to recovery

Superior 
material
Extremely durable polyolefin material 
specifically engineered for TRED

underbelly 
traction
The unique underside pattern reduces 
ground slippage in extreme conditions

tred 1100
TRED 1100 is designed with the serious off road enthusiast in mind, with extra width and length to help 
launch your vehicle out of boggy ground in more difficult recoveries. TRED 1100 is also a great tool for 
commercial and fleet vehicles in the mining, construction and government sectors, as well as machine 
operators that can find themselves in trouble from time to time (e.g. bobcat and forklift operators).

Even if you have a full gamut of recovery gear, your recovery kit isn’t complete until you have 
a pair of TREDs. We have heard of many situations where TRED saved the day after winching 
or snatching alone had failed. By using TRED alongside winching or snatching you will have 
a far better chance of escaping extremely serious scenarios that threaten your ability to take 
your vehicle home at the end of the day. In these situations TRED also significantly reduce the 
stress on your vehicle and recovery components.

tred 800
TRED 800 has been specifically designed with smaller vehicles in mind such as RAV4, 
Suzuki, and ‘Jeep-type’ four-wheel drives where storage of larger recovery products is 
difficult. TRED 800 offer great peace of mind for anyone driving a two-wheel drive vehicle 
in areas that could result in loss of traction (e.g. rural properties, weekend drives, icy car 
parks). TRED 800 by no means takes a back seat to the TRED 1100 as many large off road 
specialists carry both sizes. The 800 serves as a great option for tricky recovery spaces 
where positioning of the 1100 is a little tight.


